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Charles Tilly introduced the concept of collective action for studying revolts 2 . Subsequent scholars have fruitfully utilised this framework to analyse a variety of collective acts. Increasingly the concept has also attracted the attention of medieval historians 'from below', especially those interested in analysing organised and spontaneous resistance against authority, the processes of state formation, and the development of capitalism 3 . In medieval Flanders, the concept of collective action can be applied to quite a variety of different movements: revolts of entire communities, spontaneous riots, strikes motivated by hunger, illicit assemblies of workers ('conspiracies'), resistance to princely officers, aldermen, or guild authorities. When consulting many of the general studies of popular revolts during the medieval period, it is striking that not even one of them (Zagorin, Mollat and Wolff, Fourquin, Bercé) 4 , devotes even a para-1. I am greatly indebted to many people for this article: to my friend and colleague drs. Thomas A. Bogaert, who is not only a native English speaker but also a student of Flemish medieval revolts himself and with whom I held endless and interesting discussions on the subject -for his great efforts in translating -rewriting -this article in proper English, as well as for his comments on the content. Dr. Christel Verhas of the 'Historical dictionary of Dutch legal Terminology' gave critical comments on this attempt of a social historian uneducated in law to write legal history. Moreover, I want to thank the editorial board of the Legal History Review, and notably Prof. dr. em. R.C. van graph to the legal methods authorities used to repress rebellions. Apparently, most authors judged this unnecessary, because they considered themselves to be dealing strictly with social and political phenomena 5 . A similar sentiment can be found among legal historians. The leading scholar of Flemish criminal law never gave the major revolts serious treatment, because he judged that this constituted political rather than legal history 6 . This point of view can be defendable, but it does not diminish the importance of understanding the legal forms the repression of revolts took, or the legal discourse authorities used to justify and legitimise the application of these mechanisms.
Tilly considers repression as any act by one group which raises the stakes of collective action for its opponents. The modern state's development culminated in the invention of new and powerful repressive tools. Like contemporary authoritarian regimes, medieval and early modern states and town authorities discouraged popular politics almost by definition. It is not the intention of this article however, to apply a concept developed by sociologists to analyse medieval revolts, revolutions, social struggle, or their repression. Neither will I undertake a detailed analysis of Flemish revolts during the medieval period, either of their causes or organisational forms 7 . Such issues will be discussed 
